
Our set of three nesting Triangle Dam molds make the 
perfect pizza slices! Great for serving snacks during 
football season, make just one for a fun statement 

piece, or all three to create a set!
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Super Bowls!
...Treat your guests to snacks in a pizza bowl!

Make sure to always treat your molds well with glass separator and allow them plenty of time to dry before adding glass. If 
using a spray-on separator and/or powder frit, always wear a mask!

Turn your Triangle Dam of choice (GM173, GM174, or GM175) over onto a piece of Almond sheet glass. Use a marker to trace the outline 
of the mold onto the glass and cut accordingly (Image 1).

Cut a 1-1.25” wide wavy strip of Pale Amber as long as the “top” of your Triangle Dam to serve as the crust. Nip the strip into several 
sections and place these pieces on the top of the Almond sheet glass triangle. Nip or otherwise cut off any overhang (Image 2).

Sprinkle F2 Cherry Red over the portion of the Almond that isn’t covered by the Pale Amber crust (Image 3).

Add a bit of F2 Marigold here and there on top of the Cherry Red (Image 4).

Sprinkle a few bits of F2 and/or F3 Ivory as well as several pieces of F5 Ivory over the Cherry Red to represent the mozzarella cheese (Image 
5).

Cut six or seven 1” squares of Terra Cotta Opal sheet glass and round off the corners with a mosaic nipper until you get a somewhat 
circular pepperoni shape (Image 6).

Place the Terra Cotta pepperoni pieces onto the triangle. Lift up a few pieces of the F5 Ivory and overlap them with the Terra Cotta to help 
create the illusion of melted cheese (Image 7).

Cut seven or eight 0.5” squares of Black Iridized sheet glass and round off the corners with a mosaic nipper until they resemble roundish 
black olives. Scatter these pieces across the pizza piece with the irid side facing up (Image 8).

Nip small slivers and triangles off a strip of Fern Green Opal sheet glass to represent green pepper pieces. Add these to the pizza piece as 
well (Image 9).

Sprinkle a bit of F2 Amber onto parts of the crust and the rest of the pizza to give it a more baked appearance (Images 10 & 11).

Place the glass on a suitably sized sheet of Kiln Shelf Paper on a level shelf in the kiln (Image 12) and fire to a Tack Fire using the suggested 
schedule in Table 1 on Page 2 or your own preferred Tack Fire schedule.

Treat your Triangle Dam of choice thoroughly with glass separator, allow it plenty of time to dry, then place it on top of 1” kiln posts on a 
level kiln shelf in the kiln. After the glass has cooled, center it on the Triangle Dam (Image 13) and Slump it using the suggested schedule in 
Table 2 on Page 2 or your own favorite Slump schedule.

Materials:
- GM173 or GM174 or GM175

Triangle Mold
- COE96 Glass (See Right)
- Suitable Glass Separator/ZYP
- Mosaic Nippers/Glass Cutting

Supplies
- Kiln Shelf Paper

*Images and Tables are on Page 2*
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- Sheet Glass:
- Almond
- Pale Amber
- Terracotta Opal
- Black Iridized
- Fern Green

- Frits:
- F2 Fine Cherry Red Transparent
- F2 Fine Marigold
- F2 Fine Medium Amber
- F2 Fine Ivory
- F3 Medium Ivory
- F5 Coarse Ivory

https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/product-p/gm173.htm
https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/product-p/gm174.htm
https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/product-p/gm175.htm
https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/
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Table 1: Tack Fire*

Seg Rate Temp °F Hold
1 275 1215 20
2 50 1250 30
3 275 1330 10
4 350 1410 05

Table 2: Slump*
Seg Rate Temp °F Hold
1 275 1215 10
2 50 1250 10
3 9999 950** 60

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4

Image 5 Image 6 Image 7 Image 8

Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

Image 13
Slumped Pizza
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*Before firing, it’s important to
know your kiln. For tips on how to 

do that, please click here to see our 
Important Firing Notes!

**If using COE90, adjust this to 900°F

**If using COE90, adjust this to 900°F

9999 950**
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https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/
https://www.creativeparadiseglass.com/v/vspfiles/tutorialsfornewweb/Firing%20Notes.pdf



